San Marino

**FAMILY**
As of 20 December 2020, 16 same-sex couples entered a civil union since the law came into effect in July 2019. 40 heterosexual couples have also decided to enter a civil union instead of marriage.

**PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC, CULTURAL AND POLITICAL LIFE**
San Marino’s 2020 Eurovision Song Contest contestant was pop singer Senhit, a proud LGBT ally, who regularly wears rainbow accessories and speaks out on LGBT equality on her social media. Senhit’s competition song ‘Freaky’ is called an anthem for universal love by many. Senhit has previously performed at Pride events in Italy. The 2020 Eurovision Song Contest was postponed because of the COVID-19 pandemic.

**SEXUAL AND REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS**
Two bills were tabled and passed the first parliamentary reading in spring, in an effort to legalise abortion. The bills await examination by the relevant standing committees, and a second reading in the parliament. The process is expected to continue in 2021.
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